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A bit of history ...

● PIDapalooza, Reykjavik, November 2016

○ First presentation of Persistent Identification of Instruments

○ https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4246100.v1

○ Yay! … http://yapid.org/

● THOR-ENVRIplus Bootcamp, Helsinki, March 2017

○ ORCID integration in environmental research infrastructures

○ Met Louise Darroch, the idea of RDA WG PIDINST was born
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A bit of history ...

September 2017 BoF at P10, Montreal

December 2017 Case statement submission

March 2018 RDA endorsement and kick-off at P11, Berlin

October 2019 Wrap-up at P14, Helsinki

May 2020 Published PIDINST Article 

July 2020 PIDINST Article is RDA Supporting Outputs

August 2020 Published PIDINST White Paper

March 2022 PIDINST Schema is RDA Recommendation
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Why it matters

● Instruments play an essential role in creating research data

● Instrument metadata needed to assess data quality and reuse

○ Borgman (*): “To interpret a digital dataset, much must be known about the hardware used to 

generate the data, whether sensor networks or laboratory machines.”

● Possible usage

○ Persistent linking of research data and instruments

○ Citing instruments in literature

○ Inventory, funding, etc.
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(*) Borgman, CL. 2015. Big Data, Little Data, No Data. MIT Press. https://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/9963.001.0001
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What we did

● Collect use cases

● Identify common metadata about instrument instances

● Develop and publish the schema

● Implement community feedback to schema revisions

● Catalyze schema implementation by existing PID infrastructures

● Prototype adoption by existing institutional instrument providers

● Engage the wider community at RDA Plenaries
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Schema implementations

● DataCite

○ Based on a PIDINST-DataCite Schema mapping

○ Only partial, e.g. no measured variable, model name not included

○ Bending of terminology needed, e.g. creator for manufacturer, publisher, publication year, …

○ Globally known PID infrastructure 

● ePIC

○ Full PIDINST Schema implementation

○ Perhaps a more European-centric PID infrastructure provider
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DataCite approach
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ePIC approach
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Deliverables I
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Markus Stocker, Louise Darroch, Rolf Krahl, Ted Habermann, 

Anusuriya Devaraju, Ulrich Schwardmann, Claudio D’Onofrio, and 

Ingemar Häggström (2020). Persistent Identification of 

Instruments. Data Science Journal, 19:18. 

https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2020-018

https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2020-018


Deliverables II
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Krahl, R., Darroch, L., Huber, R., Devaraju, A., Klump, J., 

Habermann, T., Stocker, M., & RDA PIDINST WG Members. (2022). 

Metadata Schema for the Persistent Identification of 

Instruments (1.0). Zenodo.

https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00070

https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00070


Deliverables III
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https://rda-pidinst.readthedocs.io

https://rda-pidinst.readthedocs.io


Adoption
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Next steps

● Submit PIDINST White Paper as RDA Supporting Outputs

● Maintain the schema and implement required changes

● Support adoption and implementation of the PIDINST Schema

● Develop best practices with DCAT, Schema.org, etc.

● Develop sustainability model 

● Continue engaging with broader community, e.g. i4iOz, RRID, I-ADOPT, …
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The PIDINST Metadata Schema

Rolf Krahl

2022 Webinar Series on RDA Outputs:
Persistent Identification of Instruments,
May 19th 2022



PIDINST Schema Overview

The PIDINST Metadata Schema
defines the properties to be registered
in the PID infrastructure.
Provide the information to identify the
individual instrument instance.
The schema need to be generic.
Detailed technical description is not
included.
Allow to add links to other sources of
information.
When using DOIs, we need to map the
PIDINST schema onto DataCite
metadata.

ID Property
1 Identifier
2 SchemaVersion
3 LandingPage
4 Name
5 Owner
6 Manufacturer
7 Model
8 Description
9 InstrumentType
10 MeasuredVariable
11 Date
12 RelatedIdentifier
13 AlternateIdentifier
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PIDINST Properties

The PIDINST schema includes the following properties:
Identifier the instrument identifier that this metadata record

pertains to.
SchemaVersion the version of the PIDINST schema that this

metadata record is based on. Fixed value: “1.0”
LandingPage the URL of the landing page that the instrument

identifier resolves to.
Name the name by which this instrument is known. It should

preferably be meaningful and unique within the
organization that manages it.
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PIDINST Properties (cont.)

Owner the organization or individual that manages the
instrument. This may or may not be the legal owner. It
could also be an organization that hosts or operates the
instrument, manages its deployment, or provides access
to it. There may be more then one owner registered in
the metadata.

Manufacturer the organization or individual that built the instrument.
May be a commercial company that put the instrument
on the market or the owner in the case of an custom
built instrument. There may be more then one
manufacturer registered in the metadata.
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PIDINST Properties (cont.)

Model the name of the model or type of the instrument. May
be a brand name attributed by the manufacturer.
Optional.

Description a textual description of the device and its capabilities.
Mostly targeted to a human reader, should provide a
notion of what this instrument is and what it can do.

InstrumentType classification of the type of the instrument. Note that
at present, there is no global classification scheme that
would apply to instruments in all scientific domains.

MeasuredVariable the variables or physical properties that the
instrument measures or observes.
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PIDINST Properties (cont.)

Date relevant events pertaining to this instrument instance,
such as when it has started and ended to be in operation.

RelatedIdentifier can be used to establish links to related resources,
such as external sources of information. See next slide.

AlternateIdentifier if the instrument is also registered elsewhere, this is
the place to store a reference to these register entries.
Common use cases are the serial number attributed by
the manufacturer or an inventory number used by the
owner.
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Links to Related Resources

RelatedIdentifier is particular useful to link related resources. Relation
types include:
IsDescribedBy link a document describing the instrument
IsNewVersionOf, IsPreviousVersionOf verion management: if an

instrument is substantially modified, a new PID may be
attributed to the new version.

HasComponent, IsComponentOf in the case of a complex instrument,
having multiple components, PIDs may be attribute to
these components.

References for the generic case, if no other relation type applies.
HasMetadata link additional metadata describing the instrument,

possibly using a community specific metadata standard.
WasUsedIn link deployments or research activities using the

instrument.
IsIdenticalTo deduplication of PIDs.
IsAttachedTo if the instrument is permanently attached to another

instrument.
Rolf Krahl (HZB) PIDINST Schema 7 / 8
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PIDINST White Paper

Louise Darroch



National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

White paper

• In draft form (to be submitted 2022)

• Practical examples and tips for custodians of 

instruments or instrument metadata

• Make it easy to use instrument PIDs

https://rda-pidinst.readthedocs.io/en/latest/



National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Publication cookbooks



National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Using common terminologies

• PIDINST properties allow for soft-typing

owner

manufacturer

• Shared context helps communities or machines communicate

• Structured metadata helps machines understand each other

owner

http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/

Link
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• PIDINST properties allow for soft-typing

owner

manufacturer

• Shared context helps communities or machines communicate

• Structured metadata helps machines understand each other
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National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Using other PIDs

• Can also use other PID identifiers • PIDs that resolve to structured metadata (e.g. JSON-LD and 

Schema.org) improve machine understanding



National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Landing page

• Persistently resolve to a landing page

• Enough metadata to unambiguously identify the 

instrument

• a digital object built with information from a 

physical object

• more dynamic (state) information (e.g. current 

calibration, current deployment, current 

location)

• human oriented or structured data for 

machines

Recommendation:

What does this mean?:

What can we do?:



National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Linking to physical instruments

• “mapping the real world into the virtual world”

• QR tags often used for sensor setup

• Instrument PID?

• time and location can be recorded at the time of a scan

• Customs purposes

http://hdl.handle.net/21.T11998/0000-001A-3905-F

http://hdl.handle.net/21.T11998/0000-001A-3905-F


National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Linking to datasets - PIDs

https://doi.org/10.5442/ND000001

DataCite XML

Instrument

https://doi.org/10.5442/NI000001

Dataset

https://doi.org/10.5442/ND000001
https://doi.org/10.5442/ND000001


National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Linking to datasets – Files (NetCDF)

• Uses HTML5 groups for 

instruments

I/Ocean
Harmonised ocean monitoring from the UK 

large research vessels

https://github.com/I-Ocean/netcdf-specification



National Oceanography Centre | British Oceanographic Data Centre

Summary

• Implementing instrument PIDs may be intimidating

• Practical examples and tips help the process

• White paper will evolve with more examples

• Static version as RDA output in 2022



B2INST: a Service for Persistent Identification of Instruments

Dr. Tibor Kálmán
tibor.kalman@gwdg.de
Gesellschaft für wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung mbH Göttingen

2022 Webinar Series on RDA Outputs:
Persistent Identification of Instruments
19. May 2022
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Motivation

§ Trends identified:
– Dedicated (community) registries for sensors (metadata heterogeneous)
– Registries started to assign PIDs for their instruments (new PID type)

§ Idea: Register persistent identifiers (PIDs) for instruments.

§ Possible impacts:
– Add the instrument-PID to research outputs (like journal articles, datasets, etc), this enables to

reference the instrument, which created the data
• Instrument-PIDs  can track the instruments of datasets
• Instrument-PIDs can help to track the scientific output of instruments

– Aggregation of metadata is possible (view dataset à see also metadata about the instrument, 
which generated the data) 

– PID Graphs: instruments could be an additional node in the graph

19.05.2022 Tibor Kálmán - B2INST @ Highlighting RDA Outputs (Webinar)

Create a public service to describe, register, and reference instruments



19.05.2022 Tibor Kálmán - B2INST @ Highlighting RDA Outputs (Webinar)

B2INST service



Instrument 
Name

Persistent
Identifier
(ePIC / DOI)

Optional Files
(manuals, 
pictures of the instrument, 
etc)

Instrument
Description

Scientific Domain
(Community)

Versioning

19.05.2022 Tibor Kálmán - B2INST @ Highlighting RDA Outputs (Webinar)

Basic
Metadata
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19.05.2022

The EUDAT Service Suite



Research data workflow

19.05.2022 Tibor Kálmán - B2INST @ Highlighting RDA Outputs (Webinar)



Roadmap

SURF 
(PoC)

GWDG 
(PoC) Beta Prod Prod + 

Training

19.05.2022 Tibor Kálmán - B2INST @ Highlighting RDA Outputs (Webinar)

data persistency

ITSM (IT Service Management)

Work done
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